The results of experimental study of nonlinear acoustic effects specific for a contact interface between solids are reported. It is shown that conbct nonlinearity exceeds considerably conventional lattice nonlinearity of solids. Nonlinear sound propagation along a contact interface resuIts in efficient higher harmonics generation, unusual nonlinear waveform distortion, wave interaction, and demodulation resulting in a contact levitation. Contact interface forms an abrupt nonlinear inhomogeneity and leads to nonlinear sound reflection. It features a unique characteristic of an inverse spectral distribution of the higher harmonic amplitudes. Some prospective applications of the effects observed were demonstrated in signal processing, tribology, and nonlinear non-destructive evaluation of zero-volume non-bonds and closed cracks.
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TRODUCTION
Acoustic methods have been successfully used for characterization of defective and composite materials with cracks as well as non-bonds in layered structures. However, some special cases of closed cracks and zero-volume nonbonds have been beyond the capability of (linear) acoustic NDE techniques so far. The characteristic element of these structures is so-calIed contact interface, whose surfaces can be either in close proximi~, touch each other, or compressed by internal stresses in a body. EIastic vibrations of such an interface in a field of an intense acoustic wave result in "clapping" or "kissing" of the surfaces which are the features of extremely eficient contact acoustic nonlinearity (CAN) (1) . The purpose of this paper is to consider new nonlinear effects of the CAN that are specific and have no analogies with traditional types of lattice nonlinearities of solids. Some of these effects constitute a basis of new nonlinear NDE techniques able to detect both zero-volume non-bonds and closed cracks (2). Surface (SAW and shear buk acoustic waves (BA~in the frequency range 15 -45~z were used in our experiments. To form a CAN area optically polished glass samples were pressed to the subswate surface on a way of SAW propagation. At an optimal value of a static contact pressure we observed extremely nonlinear SAW propagation. The optimal contact pressure depends on a wave amplitude and was shown to correspond to an "akost clamped" contact being partly opened by the SAW. A contact "clapping" results in a very efficient SAW higher harmonics generation. For input 15-~z SAW power -4.10-2 W passed through = 4-mm CAN area, relative second and third harmonic amplitudes were measured tõ e~z 15% and &~3 .6%, correspondingly. "Elastic" SAW higher harmonics measurements for 4-cm YZ -LiNbO~amounted to~s3V0 and~=0.2V0, respectively. It yields the following relations between the CAN and lattice (YZ -LiNbO~substrate) nonlinear parameters: r~j~-=50 r~@; r]a~180 r~o, Thus, the CAN is much more efficient than the lattice nonlinearity and is of the same value as acousto-electric nonlinearity of the layered structures piezoelectric-semiconductor. Higher harmonics generation leads to a SAW nonlinear distortion due to the CAN: unconventional "bell''-typewaveforms were observed in experiment for an originally harmonic SAW, A very efficient SAW interaction and frequency mixing was measured in the CAN area. For two oppositely propagating SAWS it resulted in double frequency longitudinal BAW generation with nonlinearly vibrating interface. The efficiency of such a "purely acoustic" convolver was shown to be extremely high: C,m s-56 dBm. In a pulse SAW mode such a convolution technique was used for detecting cracked defects on the YZ -LiNbO~surface. The output BAW signal as a function of time represents a section of a real time hologram of nonlinear acoustic scattering by the defects.
According to the above a CAN area is a highly nonlinear spot which forms an abrupt nonlinear inhomogeneity on a substrate surface. As a result, a strong nonlinear reflection is expected from a CAN area. It was experimentally observed for BAW incident on a contact interface. For shear waves being linear in a bulk of the sample, maximum "reflected" higher harmonic amplitudes amounted to~=50/0 ,~= lYo, and n, z 7. 10-2% leading to a drastical nonlinear waveform distortion of the reflected wave ("bell''-type waveforms). Unusual harmonic contents (~=~) in the nonlinearly reflected wave is in compliance with the higher nonlinear contrast for the third harmonic shown above for SAW nonlinear propagation.
Nonlinear reflection of SAW has confirmed this surprising CAN feature. For intense incident SAW an inverse harmonic contents was observed in the reflected field:~2~. The increase in SAW harmonic contents afier nonlinear reflection was shown to be = 4.102 for~and =6.103 for~, correspondingly. The amplitude of the third harmonic''reflected" from the CAN area was found to be = 10 times as much as the incident SAW 3 -o component, which demonstrates a nonlinear generation mechanism for the "reflected" wave harmonics.
The model study of a nonlinear contact interface was complemented with a realistic experiment on nonlinear SAW scatterhg by fractured surface imperfections (surface cracks). For both higher harmonics generation and frequency mixing reflection modes a very good resolution and much higher signal-to-noise ratio were observed for nonlinearly scattered signals.
CONTACT LEVITATION
A DC-term in nonlinear spectrum transformation for CAN corresponds to compression-tension as~etry of the contact interface. As a result, acoustic demodulation is expected to cause either increase or decrease in a distance between the surfaces in contact. In our experiments the DC-term has been measured for both BAWS and SAWS; and its polarity revealed a nonlinear broadening of the contact (contact levitation). For a BAW intensity = 10W / cm2 the height of the sample surface levitation was about 2A. In an incident wave pulse mode acoustic signal of a demodulated repetition rate was strong enough to be detected by a microphone (or even to be heard) in air at some distance from the contact area. Therefore, the effect of contact levitation enables to decrease friction between two surfaces due to nonlinear acoustic influence, which is of interest for tribology applications.
